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Main Author(s):
Rice, E. E.
Title:
Cleopatra / E.E. Rice.
Publication Information: Stroud, Gloucestershire : Sutton, 1999.
Subject(s):

Cleopatra, d. 30 B.C.
Not complex. Main heading only.
Queens ‐‐Egypt ‐‐Biography.
Egypt is an editorially pre‐coordinated subdivision of heading “Queens.” Biography is a free‐
floating form subdivision of “Queens ‐‐Egypt.”

Comment [d1]: Editorially pre‐coordinated.
Geographic.

Egypt ‐‐History ‐‐332‐30 B.C.
The entire subject string is pre‐coordinated. “History” is topical and the dates are
chronological.

Comment [d3]: Entire heading is editorially pre‐
coordinated. History = topical. Dates =
chronological.

Egypt ‐‐Kings and rulers ‐‐Biography.
“Kings and rulers” is an editorially pre‐coordinated topical subdivision of “Egypt.” “Biography”
is a free‐floating form subdivision of the heading set.

Comment [d4]: Editorially pre‐coordinated.
Topical.

Comment [d2]: Free‐floating. Form.

Comment [d5]: Free‐floating. Form.

Main Author(s):
O’Hara, Daniel T., 1948‐
Title:
Empire burlesque : the fate of critical culture in global America
Publication Information: Durham : Duke University Press, 2003.
Subject(s):

Criticism ‐‐United States ‐‐History ‐‐20th century.
“Criticism” is the main heading. “United states” is a geographic free‐floating subdivision of the
heading. “History ‐‐20th century” is a pre‐coordinated set that is free floating to “United
States.” History is topical and 20th century is chronological (though the LCSH calls the set
topical).
American literature ‐‐History and criticism ‐‐Theory, etc.
“History and criticism” is an editorially pre‐coordinated subdivision of “American Literature.”
However, “Theory, etc.” is also pre‐coordinated with “History and criticism.” Since “Theory,
etc.” does not exist alone as a free‐floater, I interpret this subject heading as follows: “History
and criticism” and “Theory, etc.” are editorially pre‐coordinated with each other. The set is a
topical free‐floater subdivision of “American literature.”
Literature ‐‐History and criticism ‐‐Theory, etc.
The entire subject string is pre‐coordinated. All subdivisions are topical.

Comment [d6]: Main heading.
Comment [d7]: NOT IN LOOK‐UP TOOL. Free‐
floating. Geographic.
Comment [d8]: These subdivisions are
editorially pre‐coordinated with each other, but not
th
with what comes before. History = topical. 20 c. =
chronological.
Comment [d9]: Main heading.
Comment [d10]: Editorially pre‐coordinated.
Topical.

Comment [d11]: Entire heading is editorially
pre‐coordinated. All parts are topical.

Mass media and culture ‐‐United States.
Not complex. Main heading plus geographic free‐floating subdivision.
Journalism ‐‐United States.
Not complex. Main heading plus geographic free‐floating subdivision.
United States ‐‐Civilization ‐‐Foreign influences.
The entire subject string is pre‐coordinated. All subdivisions are topical.

Comment [d12]: Entire heading is editorially
pre‐coordinated. All parts are topical.

United States ‐‐Civilization ‐‐1970‐
The entire subject string is pre‐coordinated. “Civilization” is topical. “1970‐“ is chronological.

Comment [d13]: Entire heading is editorially
pre‐coordinated. Civilization = topical. 1970‐ =
chronological.

Main Author(s):
Riley, James C.
Title:
The eighteenth‐century campaign to avoid disease / James C. Riley.
Publication Information: Basingstoke : Macmillan, 1987.
Subject(s):

Medicine ‐‐History ‐‐18th century.
The entire subject string is pre‐coordinated. “History” is topical. “18th century” is
chronological.

Comment [d14]: Entire heading is editorially
th
pre‐coordinated. History = topical. 18 c. =
chronological.

Medicine ‐‐Europe ‐‐History ‐‐18th century.
“Medicine” by itself is the main heading. “Europe” is a free‐floating geographic subdivision of
the main heading. “History‐‐18th century” is an editorially pre‐coordinated subdivision.
History is topical and 18th century is chronological (though the LCSH calls the set topical).

Comment [d15]: Main heading.
Comment [d16]: NOT IN LOOK‐UP TOOL. Free‐
floating. Geographic.

Medicine, Preventive ‐‐History ‐‐18th century.
“Medicine, Preventive” is the main heading. Its subdivision, “History‐‐18th century,” is
editorially pre‐coordinated. History is topical and 18th century is chronological (though the
LCSH calls the set topical).

Comment [d18]: Main heading.

Epidemiology ‐‐History ‐‐18th century.
“Epidemiology” is the main heading. Its subdivision, “History‐‐18th century,” is editorially pre‐
coordinated. History is topical and 18th century is chronological (though the LCSH calls the set
topical).
Diseases ‐‐Causes and theories of causation ‐‐History ‐‐18th century.
“Causes and theories of causation” is editorially pre‐coordinated with the heading “Diseases.”
It is topical. “History‐‐18th century” is an editorially pre‐coordinated subdivision of the
heading set. History is topical and 18th century is chronological (though the LCSH calls the set
topical).

Comment [d17]: These subdivisions are
editorially pre‐coordinated with each other, but not
th
with what comes before. History = topical. 18 c. =
chronological.

Comment [d19]: These subdivisions are
editorially pre‐coordinated with each other, but not
th
with the main heading. History = topical. 18 c. =
chronological.
Comment [d20]: Main heading.
Comment [d21]: These subdivisions are
editorially pre‐coordinated with each other, but not
th
with what comes before. History = topical. 18 c. =
chronological.
Comment [d22]: Editorially pre‐coordinated.
Topical.
Comment [d23]: These subdivisions are
editorially pre‐coordinated with each other, but not
th
with the main heading. History = topical. 18 c. =
chronological.

